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X-ray Image Capture & Archive 
Design
Medical records are generally considered as 
‘permanent records’ which means that your storage 
archive will continue to grow. 

X-ICAD provides departments the opportunity to go 
film less, create digital medical surveillance archives 
or distribute images on media thereby replacing 
traditional film copies. This is especially useful in 
departments where employment records need to be 
kept  for an extensive time period. Our X-Ray 
scanning bureau has invested in the latest 
radiographic scanners & Teleradiology software, 
which allows for archiving of patient & study data 
on single media, i.e. CD-R’s or DVD’s.

X-ICAD is the market leading x-ray film scanning 
company that provide value pricing and quality x-
ray conversion. Our services include queries and 
retrieval on your digital archive. 

Digital Document Solutions
There’s no getting around the need to manage 
increasingly huge amounts of documents—from 
creation through processing to disposition. With an 
array of services X-ICAD cover all aspects of 
document & records management. Our facility 
feature the highest quality equipment and
software for processing of high volume scanning 
projects on & off-site. X-ICAD hosts and manages 
captured data, in addition to the distribution of data 
on portable media with built-in retrieval software.

Alchemy CD/DVD distribution is unique in its ability 
to automatically create portable media for our 
customers that include all the necessary software to 
manage documents. And you don't need a separate 
SQL or relational database license, so there's no 
extra software or hidden fees. Images can be 
accessed by single or multiple users to a PC or via a 
central server for local and wide area network 
retrieval. 

Computed Radiography (CR) 
Systems
X-ICAD is dedicated to satisfy the emerging Digital 
Imaging market with cutting edge CR systems 
to replace outdated film based systems.   We offer 
clients either the FireCR+ Medical CR Reader or the 
variety of CR systems from the iCRCo. 

Computed Radiography can save you money that 
you'd  otherwise spend on film & storage.    The CR 
system can assist in helping you manage your 
images electronically - eliminating the need for film  
jackets, file rooms, and slow film retrievals.
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